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WHY WE ARE HERE TO HAVE THIS ONLINE MEETING?

Stunned world grapples with ‘once-in-100-year’ coronavirus battle - Reuters
We now experience a perfect storm on this planet, which was probably triggered by a bat somewhere.

“In chaos theory, the butterfly effect is the sensitive dependence on initial conditions in which a small change in one state of a deterministic nonlinear system can result in large differences in a later state.”

-Wikipedia
STORM IN SOCIAL MEDIA

A whistle-blower: Dr. Li Wenliang 李文亮

"I think a healthy society should not only have one kind of voice."
“一个健康的社会不应该只有一种声音。”
We have responsibility to work together to harvest, process, and preserve data appear in this historic moment.

Collaboration, Collaboration, Collaboration!

How can we use our knowledge, skills, and tools to deal with new challenges?
Chinese Archival Handbooks – Geographic Referencing as a tool for Dis-covering the Holdings of Chinese Provincial, Prefectural and County Archives

Joshua Seufert – Chinese Studies Librarian, East Asian Library, Princeton University

The electronic Theses and Dissertation (ETD) repository development and open access status in Taiwan

Hsi-Chu Bolick - Chinese Studies Librarian, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

New Technology drives new way of reading

Jason Yuan – Director, Sales and Marketing Department, CNPIEC

Renovation, innovation & collaboration: Promoting new digital space and content to advance student success in Arizona university libraries

Ping Situ - Liaison Librarian; East Asian Studies Librarian at the University of Arizona

Qian Liu - Engagement & Research Librarian; East Asian Studies Librarian at Arizona State University

CNKI (DH tools in CNKI databases)

Platform Perspective for Library Digital Scholarship Support

Xiaohua Shi - Visiting Librarian in Harvard-Yenching Library
QUESTIONS?

Please email us your questions

We will try to add more presentations previously planned for the CCM meetings in our web site

Thank You!